
R O B E RT  R O B B I N S  
Samples of Student Work

Advanced Painting 

These works, from my Advanced Painting 
course, shown in the Thesis Gallery, focus 
on developing a student driven unified body 
of work that advances both the expressive 
content and concept of the work along with 
the technical and aesthetic capacity to 
realize the artist’s vision.  This course 
requires the student to consider how the 
work functions in the broader world.  
Students consider their work from the 
perspective of multiple audiences and 
cultural vantage points.
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Advanced Painting 
Student works installed for the mid-term  critique
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Advanced Painting 
Students often take my sweep of courses from Painting and Color Theory to Advanced Painting.  This student’s thesis 
exhibition is the product of 3 semesters working with me, and the result of the strong fundamental courses that enable the 
student to have authority over their vision , a broad set of exposures, the development of solid art criticism and 
interpretation skills that can be applied to their work and the work of others, and the maturation of a process of creative 
production that allows them to explore, find, refine and build a body of work based on their own unique set of experiences 
and abilities. 
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Advanced Painting



Andrew Ina 
Advanced Painting



Advanced Painting



Advanced Painting



Intermediate Painting
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Here the inset photo represents a painting created for an intermediate level self portrait project designed to help the 
student realize the range of expression possible within a particular genre of art making.  The larger image is a detail view.  
Students were asked to create an image that represented themselves in relation and context to something greater.  Fall 2014
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These acrylic paintings are another student’s response to the same self portrait and identity project from fall, 2014.  
Students were asked to create an image that represented themselves in relation and context to something greater.  Students 
discussed the works of a variety of artists prior to starting the project that expanded their ideas regarding the limits of self 
representation and the range of concept a portrait might convey.



Intermediate Painting



Intermediate Painting Intermediate Painting requires the student to explore a variety of approaches to a clear set 
of concepts while developing their awareness of the relevance and impact of the work as it 
relates to today’s cultural and artistic climate.



Intermediate Painting



Independent Study-Painting and 
Printmaking



Intermediate Drawing

Intermediate Drawing takes the 
student’s technical and perceptual 
drawing skills and develops them 
further to allow the student to 
pursue a personal, significant and 
contemporary statement through 
traditional drawing practices.  
Students are asked to develop and 
advance a clear vision in effort to 
find complexity, depth and 
relevance in their work.



Foundation Drawing



Independent Study in Drawing



Foundation Painting 



Foundation Color Theory 
Value Key and Value Contrast studies



Foundation Color Theory

This Foundation Color Theory project, called Explorations of Color 
Harmonies, requires the student to create a design template that 
meets certain terms so that the student can apply to it some 70 
different color operations, each based on a particular color harmony 
approach.  Students develop a deep understanding of the 
relationship of the major contrast systems of hue, chroma and 
value, and how subtle changes in any of these has a major effect on 
the overall color atmosphere, and develop a realization of the 
creative flexibility and efficiency for formal exploration digital 
media offers.



Color Analysis Project 
Foundation Color Theory

These charts represent part of the final exam for the Foundations Color Theory course.  Students apply careful color analysis 
to works of their own creation and works by professional artists and designers.  Students describe the works through a 
written interpretation of the color use, then create color graphs and a color solid model to understand the use of color in 
each particular piece. 



23Senior Thesis 
and Independent Study
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Intermediate Painting
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Intermediate Painting
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Senior Thesis and  
Independent Study


